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A COLLECTION OF SEQUENCE SPACES

BY

J. R. CALDER AND J. B. HILL

Abstract. This paper concerns a collection of sequence spaces we shall refer to as

da spaces. Suppose a = (<«!, a2,...) is a bounded number sequence and a,^0 for some

i. Suppose a* is the collection of permutations on the positive integers. Then da denotes

the set to which the number sequence x = (xlt x2,...) belongs if and only if there

exists a number k > 0 such that

ha(x) = lub 2  \*Fmai\ < k.
pea» 1 = 1

ha is a norm on da and (da, h„) is complete.

We classify the d„ spaces and compare them with /i and m. Some of the da spaces

are shown to have a semishrinking basis that is not shrinking. Further investigation

of the bases in these spaces yields theorems concerning the conjugate space properties

of da. We characterize the sequences ß such that, given a, dg = da. A class of manifolds

in the first conjugate space of da is examined. We establish some properties of the

collection of points in the first conjugate space of a normed linear space S that

attain their maximum on the unit ball in S. The effect of renorming c0 and U with ha

and related norms is studied in terms of the change induced on this collection of

functionals.

Introduction. The da spaces were studied by W. L. C. Sargent [6] in 1960 and

more recently by W. Ruckle [5] and D. J. H. Garling [2]. Some of the results in

§§I and III appear in one or more of the above papers, as will be indicated.

Throughout this paper if S is a linear space and g is a norm on S then (S, g)

will denote S with the norm g. The symbol (S, g)* denotes the first conjugate space

of (S, g) and g* denotes the conjugate norm on (S, g)* induced by g. If H is a

subset of S then L(H) denotes the linear span of H. The symbol N(S) denotes the

origin in S and U(S, g) denotes the unit ball in (S, g). The term basis will refer to a

Schauder basis.

I. da spaces.

Definition 1.1. Suppose « is a positive integer. Then xg denotes the number

sequence (x1; x2,...) such that x¡= 1 if i fin and x¡ = 0 otherwise.

Definition 1.2. Suppose a em. Then B(a) denotes the number sequence

(Ä,(a), B2(a),...) defined as follows : for each i,

Bi(*) = ha(xl) ifi-1,

= «a(4)-«a(^0_1)     if i >   1-
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Definition 1.3. Z denotes the number sequence collection to which the sequence

a = (ax, a2,...) belongs if and only if a is nonincreasing, ai>Q and for each /,

a¡SO. Z0 = c0 n Z and Zj = lt n Z.

The following lemma was found to be very useful in the investigation of the da

spaces.

Lemma 1.1. Suppose a e m. Then B(a) e Z and da = dBiay Moreover if x e da then

ha(x) = hBW(x).

Thus in the investigation of these spaces we need only consider the sequences

in Z.

Theorem 1.1 [2]. da = m if and only if aelx.

Theorem 1.2 [2]. da = l1 ifand only ifa em — c0.

Thus the spaces fall naturally into three categories, (1) those that are lu (2) those

that are m and (3) those that are "between" /, and m.

Observation. If da = m then ha is equivalent to the ordinary norm ||m on m,

and if da = l1 then ha is equivalent to the ordinary norm | • |x on l1.

Definition 1.4. e=ex, ea,... denotes the point sequence in m such that for

each /', e{ = (e\, e2, . . .), e\=\ and ej = 0 if /#/ If e is a basis for a normed linear

space (S, g) then b = bu b2,... denotes the point sequence in (S, g)* that is bi-

orthogonal to e. Ge denotes the closure of the linear span of b. If e is a basis for

(S, g) and fe (S, g)* then the number sequence (/,/>, • • • ) is defined by / =f(et)

for each /.

Definition 1.5. 7\ denotes the linear transformation from (/»., |-|i)* to m

defined by 71(/) = (/,/2,...) for each/e (lu \ ■ |x)*.

It is well known that T1 is a congruence (isometry) from [(/,, ||i)*, |-|*] to

(m, ||m). The following theorem shows that this relationship between lx and m

does not necessarily exist between the da spaces that are lx and those that are m.

Theorem 1.3. Suppose aeZr. Then each two of the following statements are

equivalent.

(1) There exists a point ß e Z — Z0 such that 7\ is a congruence from [(dß, h)*, h'*]

to (da, ha).

(2) a2 = 0.

(3) There exists a number c such that if xeda then ha(x) = c- \x\m.

Proof. Suppose ßeZ — Z0. da = m and dß = li and ha is equivalent to |-|m and

hß is equivalent to |-|j. Hence (de, he)* = (lu ||i)* and T^ is a reversible linear

transformation from [(ds, hß)*, h*] onto (da, ha). Now suppose 7\ is a congruence.

Suppose further that for each positive integer n,fn = T{1(ß1, ß2,..., ßn,0,0,...).

Since 7\ is a congruence ha(T1(fn)) = h*(fn). Buth*(f")=\ so ha(T1(fi))=ß1a1= 1.

Thus ßx=\/ax and ha(T1(f2)) = ß1a1+ß2a2=l. Since )S2#0 then a2 = 0 and (1)

implies (2).
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Suppose now that a2 = 0 and /=(/,/2,...) £ da. Then ha(f) = a1- \f\m. So (2)

implies (3).

Now suppose (3). er e da and ha(ei) = «i = c■ \e\m = c. Soa! = c. Letß = (ßuß2,...)

such that for each /', ßi=\la1. Then ßeZ — Z0, dß = l1 and if xedB then hB(x)

= (l/a1)|x|1. So Tx is a congruence.

II. Bases in the da spaces. The following are some of the properties that a

point sequence pu p2,... may have and are listed here for easy reference.

Definition 2.1. Suppose (S, g) is a normed linear space, W is the set of positive

integers and Q is the collection of all finite subsets of W. Suppose further that

p=Pi,p2,... is a sequence each term of which is a point of S.

(i) p is orthogonal means that if each of H and K is in Q, H<^ K and au a2,...

is a number sequence, then g(2ieíí <7¡/?¡) ág(ZJeK a¡Pi).

(ii) p is strictly orthogonal means that p is orthogonal and if each of H and K

is in Q, and H^K and au a2,... is a number sequence, then the following two

statements are equivalent.

(0  gGiEH aipi)=g(I.¡eK OiPi).

(2) H=K or H^K and if i e K-H then a, = 0.

(iii) p is strictly coorthogonal means that if each of H and K is in Q, and H^K,

and o1; ¿r2, • • • is a number sequence then

g( 2    fl«^ = s{ 2    a'^
. \ieW-K / \ieW-H /

and the following two statements are equivalent.

(1) g(2iew-KaiPi)=gQiieW~Haipl).

(2) H=K, or //#A"andif i e K- H then a¡ = 0.

(iv) If/j is a basis, /> is unconditional means that if x e S and x = 2." i x{pi and

if r e 3P, then x = 2," i xrmpm.

(v) If p is a basis, p is semishrinking means that there exists a number c>0

such that

(1) 0 < gib, (g(Pi)) S lub, (g(Pi)) < c, and

(2) iffe(S,g)* then lim_œ/(/>„) = 0.

(vi) If/j is a basis, ¿» is shrinking means that if q=q1; q2,... is the point sequence

in (S, g)* that is biorthogonal to p and yu y2,... is a bounded point sequence in S

such that for each/ lim,,^,,, qj(yn) = 0, then if/E (S, g)*, limn^„/(jn) = 0.

Theorem 2.1. Suppose a.eZ—Zy. Then the point sequence e = e1,e2,... in

(da, ha) has the following properties:

(1) e is orthogonal;

(2) e is strictly orthogonal;

(3) e is strictly coorthogonal;

(4) e is a basis;

(5) e is unconditional;

(6) e is boundedly complete.
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That e is orthogonal, strictly orthogonal, and strictly coorthogonal is easily

verified. Garling [2] has shown that the linear span of e, 7(e), is dense in da and so it

follows that since for each /, e¡# N(da) and since e is orthogonal, that e is an un-

conditional basis for da. That e is boundedly complete is obvious.

It may be noted that the collection of da spaces can be enlarged as follows: if

a = (al5 a2,...) is a bounded number sequence and a¡#0 for some i and if k£ 1,

then d„tk denotes the set to which the number sequence x = (xu x2,...) belongs

only in the case that there exists a number c such that

K.Áx) = lub 2 \xvd)ai\

Ilk

<  C

In this case, results similar to Lemma 1.1, Theorem 1.1, Theorem 1.2 and Theorem

2.1 may still be obtained. Theorem 1.1 becomes dak = m if and only if a e lk.

Theorem 1.2 becomes dayk = lk if and only if a g m — c0. Again, if dak = m then ha<k

is equivalent to | • |m and if da¡k = lk then ha¡k is equivalent to the ordinary norm

on 4, \-\k.

Here then, we have spaces some of which are lk, some m and some "between"

4 and m. The remainder of this paper deals with the da (i.e. dtt¡1) spaces.

A. Pelczyriski and W. Szlenk [3], answering a question of I. Singer, constructed

an example of a normed linear space with a basis that was semishrinking but not

shrinking. J. R. Retherford [4] has shown that the space (d), which is da with

a¡=\/i, also has a basis that is semishrinking but not shrinking.

Theorem 2.2. Suppose that a eZo — Z^. Then the basis e for (da, ha) is semishrinking

but not shrinking.

Proof. If a eZ0—Z1 then there exists a point x = (xu x2,...) in da such that

for each /, Xi^xi + 1^0 and x $ /,. Suppose fe (da, ha)* and that lim^^/j^O.

Then there exists a number c>0 and a subsequence/^,/^,... of/,/2,... such

that for each /', |/„J äc. Let y = (yx, y2,...) be the point of da such that y¡ = 0 if

/#ny for every 7 and y¡ = Xj- \fnj\/fn, if i=nj for some/ So if N is a number there

exists an integer s such that

n < c- J xt s S 1/nJ-Xi = 2 fat.

So /£ (da, ha)* and we have a contradiction. Hence limi_<oo/i = 0. For each i,

ha(ei) = a1 so e is semishrinking.

For each positive integer n, let 5'„ = 2?=i «¡ and >,n = (l/>S'n)-2il=i <?i- Then ha(yn)

= 1. Let F denote the point of (da, ha)* defined as follows: if xeda and x =

(xlt x2,...), then 7"(x) = 2i™ i *i«¡- For each n, F(yn)=l. But if b = bu b2,... is

the point sequence in (da, ha)* biorthogonal to e and if j is a positive integer then

lim^oo bj(yn) = Q. So e is not shrinking.

Corollary 2.1. Suppose ueZ. Then [(da, ha)*, h*] is not separable.
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Proof. It is well known, for instance [1, p. 77], that if p—Pi,p2,... is an un-

conditional basis for a normed linear complete space (S, g) then p is shrinking if

and only if [(S, g)*, g*] is separable. Thus if a e Z — Zu since e is an unconditional

basis that is not shrinking we have that [(da, ha)*, «*] is not separable. If a eZ1

then (da, ha) is isomorphic to (m, \ ■ |m) and thus [(da, ha)*, «*] is not separable.

Definition 2.2. Suppose (S, g) is a normed linear space and that H is a linear

manifold in (S, g)*. JH denotes the transformation from S into (H, g*)* defined as

follows: if x e S and/E H then [/H(x)](/)=/(x).

Theorem 2.3. Suppose a e Z—Z±. Then JG* is a congruence.

Proof. (da, ha) is complete and e is an unconditional basis for (da, ha) that is

boundedly complete. Thus it follows from a result of Singer [7] that J°<> is a

congruence.

Theorem 2.4. Suppose aeZ — Zy and b is the point sequence in (da, ha)* biorthog-

onal to e. Then b is

(1) orthogonal,

(2) a basis for (Ge, «*),

(3) unconditional,

(4) not boundedly complete,

(5) not strictly orthogonal.

Proof. Since e is orthogonal b must be orthogonal and since b is orthogonal and

L(b) is dense in Ge and since 6¡#tV(¿4, ha)* for each i, it follows that b is an un-

conditional basis for Ge. Since [(da, ha)*, «*] is not separable there exists a point

ye(da,ha)* — Ge. Suppose h*(y) = c. Suppose further that « is a positive integer

and J>"=2F-i jA. Then «*(/*)¿c. But y $ Ge so b is not boundedly complete.

Suppose «is a positive integer and an = 2r=i «A. Letx = (l/a1)e1. Thenx 6 U(da, ha)

and an(x)=\. Suppose y = (yi,y2,...) is a point of U(da,ha). Then |oin(j>)| =

|2?=i ytat\ ?íha(y)=\. So h*(an)= 1. Hence b is not strictly orthogonal.

Corollary 2.2. Suppose a e Z—Z1 and (S, g) is a normed linear complete space.

Then (Ge, «*) is not isomorphic to [(S, g)*, g*].

Proof. Singer has shown [7] that a normed linear complete space (S, g) with an

unconditional basis, p, is isomorphic to the conjugate space of some normed

linear space if and only if p is boundedly complete. Thus Corollary 2.2 follows.

Corollary 2.3. IfaeZ then (da, ha) is not reflexive.

In case aeZx the question whether or not (da, ha) is congruent to the conjugate

space of some normed linear space is answered by the following theorem.

Theorem 2.5. Suppose aeZx and ga is the norm on lx defined as follows: if x e /,

and x = (xx, x2,...) then

ga(x) = lub ytXi ye U(da,ha),y = 0>i,j2,...)
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Then each of the following statements is true.

(1) [(C0, «„)*, h*] is congruent to (lu ga);

(2) ga is equivalent to \>\i\

(3) K'i. So)*, g*] is congruent to (da, ha);

(4) [((C0, ««)*, «*)*, h**] is congruent to (da, ha).

III. da = dB. W. J. Davis, in a private communication, has characterized the

extreme points of U(da, ha) in the case a eZ0—Zv

Theorem 3.1 (Davis). Suppose a e Z0—Zy, x e da, x=(xu x2,...) and ha(x)= 1.

Then (1) implies (2).

(1) x is an extreme point.

(2) There exists an integer « such that if i>n then x¿ = 0 and if x3 + 0 and xk^0

then \xj\ = |xfc|.

This gives us the following result of Garling.

Theorem 3.2 [2]. Suppose aeZ0 — Z1,fe(da,ha)* and re¿?. Suppose further

that for each i, |/r(i)| ^ |/r(i + 1)|. Then

«*(/) = lubn2 l/rtol/2«.-
i = l /   i = l

Garling has also characterized Ge.

Theorem 3.3 [2]. Suppose aeZ0—Zu fe(da,ha)* and reí?. Suppose further

that for each i, |/r(i)| ä |/r(i + 1)|. Thenfe Ge if and only if

lim 2l/«»l/¿«« = °-

Theorem 3.4 [5]. Suppose each of a and ß is in Z and for each positive integer

S(a, «) = 2?=x ai- Then da = dB if and only if there exists a number kx and a number

k2 such that ifn is a positive integer then S(a, n) S kxS(ß, n) and S(ß, n) ^ k2S(a, n).

Observation. Whenever da = dB then ha is equivalent to hß.

Theorem 3.5. Suppose aeZ—Zy and f e (da, ha)*. Suppose further that ß =

(fí,f2,...). Then each two of the following statements are equivalent.

(1) da = dB;

(2)fe(da,ha)*-Ge;

(3) if Fe (da, ha)* such that for each i, iri = ai then Fe (de, hB)*.

IV. A collection of manifolds in (da, ha)*.

Definition 4.1. Suppose (S, g) is a normed linear space and H is a linear mani-

fold in (S,g)*. The statement that H is absolutely total means that if xe S then

g(x) = lub{|/(x)| \fe H and g*(f) = 1}.
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Definition 4.2. The statement that a normed linear space (S, g) has property t

means that if H is an absolutely total linear manifold in (S, g)* then H is dense in

[(S,g)*,g*l
B. E. Wilder has shown [8] that each of (c0, | • |0) and (c, | • |c), where | ■ |0 and | • |c

are the ordinary norms on c0 and c respectively, is a nonreflexive space with

property /. He has also shown that (c01, | • |01), where | • |01 is the ordinary max.

norm on c01, does not have property t. It has been conjectured that the only

nonreflexive spaces that have property / are isomorphic to (c0, | • |0). The following

theorem settles this conjecture in the negative.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose aeZ—Z1 and there exists a number M such that if i is a

positive integer a¡<(M+ l)œi + 1. Then (Ge, h*) has property t.

Proof. Suppose for convenience that ^ = 1. Ja« is a congruence from (da, ha)

to [(Ge, h*)*, h**]. Let T denote the inverse of 7G*. Suppose that L is an absolutely

total linear manifold in (Ge, h*)*, and that n is a positive integer. Then bn e Ge and

if e>0 there exists a point/eL such that h**(f)-¿\ and \h*(bn)-f(bn)\<e/(M+2).

Suppose T(f) = (fi,f2,...). Then since h*(bn)= l/a1= 1 and f(bn) = bn(T(f))= A, we

have that |l-/B|<«/(M+2). /.**(/) ^aŒ^/A)^ 1, so |/B| £ 1 and 1-|/B|

^l-fn=\l-fn\<e/(M+2). Pick reSP such that r(\) = n and if i^2, \frU)\

S I/o +1)|. For each i, let F¡=/(i). Then

i^ii-«i+ 2 iih = 2 \F^ ^ Ä**(/) ^ L
i = 2 i = l

So

tWKii-l/.l<gfe5-
i = 2

Let x and y be points of da defined by x = ( 1 —/„) • en and y =fnen — 2i™ i /<«»• Suppose

p=Pi,p2,... is the point sequence in (Ge, #£)* that is biorthogonal to ¿>. Then if f

is a positive integer, T(pi) = et. So

ht*{Pn~f) = A«U»-2 /ie<)   = Aa(*+j)  ̂   *«(*) +A.O0

= 1-/.+JW» < (M£+2) + Aa(j).

Now
CO CO CO

ha(y) = 2 l^. + ik = 2 l/ri+il0£i+i + 2 l^i+il-k-^i+il
i = l i=l i=l

1_ ,j/\lr     l.~_!___.     Me     _«(A/+1)E ,    wV    In I g ME _   eL/kZ + 1)

(M+2)+     ,¿  ^i + 1l,0£i + 1 < (A7+2) + (Ä7T2) "  (M+2)'

So

Hence /»„ is a point or a limit point of L.
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Suppose j is a positive integer and each of cu c2,..., cs is a number. Suppose

further that x = c1p1 + • • • +cnpn and for each/ 1 ̂ j^s, let y{,y2,... be a point

sequence in L converging to p¡. If e>0 and if j^s is a positive integer such that

c,#0, then there exists a number n; such that if i>n¡ then \y{— p¡\ <e/(|c;| s).

For each positive integer / j^s, let yj = ciy)+ ■ ■ ■ +csysJ. Then. y¡ eL. Let TV=

max {«,}. Then if i > N,

h**(x-y) = h**(c1(Pl-y¡)+ ■ ■ ■ +cs(Ps-yt))

ú \c1\-h*a*(p1-y¡)+ ■ ■ ■ +\Cs\-h**(ps-yf) < e.

So x is a point or a limit point of L. Hence any point in L(p) is a point or limit

point of L and thus the closure ofL contains L(p). L(e) is dense in (da, ha) and J°e

maps L(e) onto L(p) so L(p) is dense in [(Ge, «*)*, «**]. Thus L is dense in

[(Ge, «*)*, «**].

Every a in Z—Z0 has the property that there is a number Af such that <x¡<

(A/+ l)oci + i for each i. Some of the sequences in Z0—Zx have this property, for

example ot = (l, 1/2,..., 1//,...), while some other sequences in Za — Zx do not.

If a eZ0—Z1 then (*/a, «a) is not isomorphic to (lu \-\x) and thus (Ge, «*) is not

isomorphic to (c0, \ • \0). Thus we have the following corollary.

Corollary 4.1. There exists a nonreflexive normed linear space (S, g) that has

property t but is not isomorphic to (c0, | • |0).

Conjecture. If a e Z0—Z1 then (Ge, «*) has property /.

V. Regular functionals.

Definition 5.1. Suppose (S, g) is a normed linear space and fe(S, g)*. The

statement that/is regular on (S, g) means that there exists a point x e S such that

g(x)=land/(x)=g*(/).

R(S, g) denotes the subset of (S, g)* to which the point/belongs only in the case

that/is regular on (S,g).

Theorem 5.1. Suppose that (S, g) is a normed linear space and that p=Pi,p2,.--

is a monotone basis for (S, g). Suppose further thatq=qu q2,... is the point sequence

in (S, g)* that is biorthogonal to p. Iffe L(q) thenfe R(S, g).

Proof. Suppose x e S and x = 2¡" i *¡/>¡- If n is a positive integer let x" be the

point of En defined by xn = (xi, x2,..., x„). Let gn denote the norm on En defined

by g(xn)=g(2Ui Xip). Suppose y e L(q) and y=y1q1+- ■ ■ +ynqn. Then if x £ S

and x = 2r=i xtpi, X*) = 2in=i JW Let v' be the point of [(£„, gn)*, g*] defined as

follows: if x e En and x = (x1; x2,..., xn) then /(*) = Z?= i JW- y' is regular so

there exists a point z = (zu z2,..., zn) in En such that gn(z)— 1 and y'(z)=g*(y').

Examine the point x of S defined by x = 2"=iZ¡/>¡. g(x)=gn(z)=l and j(x) =

2"=i y^i=g*(y')- Now suppose r = 2i°°=i rtpi and g(r)= 1. Then gn(fn)-¿ 1 and

rt

\y(r)\ = 2 y**
i=i

Sog*(>')=g*(y)andjEÄ(S,g).

= \y'(T)\ i g*(y'l
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Corollary 5.1. Suppose (S, g) is a normed linear complete space, p=Px,p2, ■ ■ ■

is a basis for (S, g) and q = qu q2, ■ ■ ■ is the point sequence in (S, g)* that is bi-

orthogonal to p. Then there exists a norm h on S such that h is equivalent to g and

L(q)^R(S,h).

Proof. It is well known [1, p. 67] that there exists a norm h on S equivalent to g

such that;? is monotone in (S, h). Hence, by Theorem 5.1, L(q)^R(S, h).

Theorem 5.2. Suppose aeZ—ZQ, e is the ordinary basis for (da, htt) and fe

(Ge, h*)*. Suppose further that p=pu p2,... is the point sequence in (Ge, h*)* that

is biorthogonal to the basis b in (Ge, h*). Then ¿íf(p) = R(Ge, h*).

Proof. Since b is an orthogonal basis for (Ge, h*) then, by Theorem 5.1, ^C(p)

^R(Ge,h*). Suppose fe (Ge, h*)*— L(p). Ja<> is a congruence from (da,ha) to

[(Ge,h*)*, h**] and for each /, JGe(ed=Pi- Thus if T denotes the inverse of Ja<=

and T(f) = (fi,f2,...), then T(f) e da-¿?(e). Pick re&> such that for each/,

|/(j)| 2; |/(i + i,| and let Fi = |/r(i)|. Suppose « is a positive integer and an = 2f=i <*A-

Then if T(F) = (FX, F2,...),

n n+1

F(a") =  2 F& <   2 F& = F(a» + i).
i = l i = l

Suppose y e U(Ge, h*). Then lim^œ ji = 0. Pick s e& such that for each /, \ysm\

^\yS(i + i)\ and let Yt=\ys(i)\. Let T=2r=i % and c1=glbai. Since lim,^ j¡ = 0

there exists a number n1 such that if t>n% then Fj<c1. Let c2 = 2?ii Fi(a¡— Y¡).

Suppose c2<0. Then 2"¿i ^i«;<2"¿i FtYt. There exists a number t>0 such that

the point z of (da, ha) defined by z = 2"¿i t-Ffo has norm 1. So

f > Fflt = 1 < /-2 F,li = Y(z).
1=1 i=l

So h*(Y)>1. But h*(Y) = h*(v) = 1 so c2Ï0, and

m+l

2 Ffa- Yt) = c3 > c2 ä 0.
i = l

Let n2 be a positive integer such that 2£ „2 +1 F¡ T; < c3/2. Suppose N=max {n1 +1, n2}.

Then if n > N,

F(a«) = F(Y) = 2 FÁfH- Yt)-   J   Eiyi > c^ -%>•<*

So F(an)>7"(T). F(y)^F(j) and so Fis not regular and /is not regular. Hence

R(Ge, h*)=L(e) and the theorem is proved.

It may be noted that if we define the norm /îa0 on c0 by hc¡t0(x) = h*(Tí1(x)) for

each x e c0, then 7\ restricted to Ge is a congruence from (Ge, h*) to (c0, /¡a,o) that

maps the basis b in (Ge, h*) onto the basis e in (c0, Aa>0). Thus Theorem 4.2 gives us,

in case ^ = 1 and a2 = 0, the usual characterization of R(c0, | • |0)-
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Theorem 5.3. Suppose that aeZ1 and e is the ordinary basis for (c0, ha). Then

L(b) = R(c0, ha) if and only if <x2 = 0.

Proof. If a2 = 0 then (c0,ha) is congruent to (c0, ||o) and A<r = a1-1 ■ |0. So

R(co, ba) = R(c0, | -1o>- But R(c0,\-\0) = L(b) so R(c0, ha)=L(b). Suppose «2#0.

If a' = 2i" i aA, then «*(a')=l. Suppose a' $L(b) and y = (yuy2,...) is the point

of U(c0,ha) defined as follows: ^1 = 1/«! and yt = 0 if f>l. Then a'(y)=l so

a' e R(c0, ha) and L(b)j^R(c0, ha). Suppose now that a' eL(b). Then there exists

an integer « such that an^0 and an + 1=0. Let/be the point of (c0, «„)* defined as

follows :

ft = «,   if 1 ^ i á «-1    and   / = ^rn   if » = «•

Then/^L(¿)and it can be shown that/ is regular on (c0,ha). Hence L(b)^R(c0, ha),

and the theorem is proved.

Definition 5.2. Suppose g is a norm on lx. The statement that g has property r

means that

(1) g is equivalent to \'\\\ and

(2) if x = (xl5 x2,...) is a point in /j and s eSP and if y = (yx, J2,...) is the point

in lx such that for each i, yt = \xsm\, then g(y)=g(x).

Theorem 5.4. Suppose that g is a norm on lx and g has property r. Suppose that

fe (/,, g)* and that if j is a positive integer then |/| <lub¡ |/|. ThenfÇ R(lu g).

This result is well known in case g= | • \x and a proof may be constructed similar

to the proof of that case.

Theorem 5.5. Suppose that a eZ—Z0. Then only one of the following statements

is true.

(1) For each positive integer i, a^ct!.

(2) R(da, ha) is a proper subset of R(lx, | ■ |i).

Proof. Suppose (1) is true. Then the transformation Tfrom (da, ha) to (/, | • |j)

defined by T(x) = axx, for each xeda, is a congruence and R(da,ha) = R(l1, \-\x).

So (2) is not true. It is well known that/£ (/, | • \-¡)* then/^ /?(/,, | ■ \x) if and only

if for each positive integer/ |/| <lubj{|/|}. Therefore, since ha has property r,

B(da, ha)^R(lu | • |i). Suppose (1) is not true. Let « be the least integer such that

a„>an + 1. Let/be the point of (da, ha)* defined as follows:

/ = 1    if 1 á / Ú n   and   / = j^^   if i > n;      feB{k> Hi)-

However it can be shown that/is not in R(da, ha), so (2) is true.

Thus it is seen that, in case aeZ—Z0, R(da, ha) is largest when (da, ha) is con-

gruent to (/,, |-|i).
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Definition 5.3. Suppose (S, g) is a normed linear space and H is a lineaj

manifold in (S, g)*. The statement that H is maximal regular in (S, g)* means that

(1) H<=R(S,g).
(2) If L is a linear manifold in (S, g)* and H is a proper subset of L, then there

exists a point/e 7. — //such that/is not in R(S,g).

Definition 5.4. Suppose that (S, g) is a normed linear space. Then Q denotes

the transformation from (S, g) to [((S, g)*, g*)*, g**] defined as follows : if x e S.

and fe(S,g)* then Qw(f)=f(x). Q(S) denotes the image of Q.

Theorem 5.6. Suppose g is a norm on l-¡_ and g has property r. Suppose further

that the ordinary basis e for (lu g) is orthogonal. Then Ge is maximal regular.

Proof. By Theorem 5.1, Ge<^R(lu g). Suppose L is a linear manifold in (/, g)*

and G is a proper subset of L. Suppose further that/e L — Ge and 7\(/) = (/,/2,... ).

Consider the following two cases.

I. Suppose there exists a positive integer n such that Fn = Tï1(fn + 1,fn + 2,...) is

not regular on (lu g). In this case let y be the point of Ge such that v¡ = —/ if

1 Siún and ^¡ = 0 if i>n. Then y+feL and v+/is not regular on (lu g).

II. Suppose that for each positive integer n, Fn = Tí~1(fn + -í,fn + 2,...) is regular

on (U,g)- Let «! denote the least integer such that |/„J = \T1(f)\m. Let n2 denote

the least integer such that n2>ny and |/„2| = \T1(Fn¡)\m. If j is a positive integer,

7'=ï2, let n¡ denote the least integer such that «,>«,_i and |7<¡,í| = |7,i(Fn )|m. Then

|/nJ, |/„2|,... is a nonincreasing subsequence of |/|, |/2|,... converging to a

number k>0. Let/Sl,/2,... be the subsequence of/,/2,... to which the number

/ belongs only in the case that |/y|è»t. For each positive integer /", let di=\fSt\

—k+k/2s¡. Define j=(ji, y2,...) as follows:

y¡ = 0        if / # s, for every j,

= — dj   if i = fy for some j and / ^ 0,

= </y       if i = jy for some7 and/. < 0.

It can be shown that Y=T{1(y) is in Ge so T+/eL and/+ Y is not regular on

Vug).

Corollary 5.2. Suppose a e Zx. Then Q(c0) is maximal regular in

[((c0, ha)*, ht), h**].

Corollary 5.3. Suppose a eZ—Z0 and e is the ordinary basis for (da, ha). Then

Q(Ge) is maximal regular in [((Ge, h*)*, /.**)*, h***].

Conjecture. Suppose (S, g) is a normed linear space. Then Q(S) is maximal

regular in [((S, g)*, g*)*, g**].
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